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Abstract

Rat kidney tissue was prepared for field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) observation,
either by chemical fixation or by cryofixation. Chemi-
cal fixation was carried out by glutaraldehyde prefixation
followed by tannic acid/arginine/osmium tetroxide non-
coating postfixation procedure, dehydration and criti-
cal point drying from liquid CO

2
. Cryofixation was car-

ried out by slam-freezing on a copper mirror in liquid
N

2
 of either vibratome sections of very mildly prefixed

tissue or of small tissue blocks, some of which were in-
filtrated with 10-15 % glycerol. In half of the specimens
glycerol was removed by substitution in the cold. Non-
cryo-protected samples showed slightly more ice-crys-
tal damage than cryo-protected specimens. The cytoplas-
mic information obtained from cryo-images after mild
prefixation, with or without glycerol or butanol, respec-
tively, is very much comparable with that of transmis-
sion electron microscope images of the same structures.
Non-coating images investigated at 2-3 kV gave the best
three-dimensional information, but also showed structur-
al details at cell surfaces. These different preparation
methods provided complementary fine structural infor-
mation on the kidney. A combination of cryo- and non-
coating preparation/ observation is highly desirable, par-
ticularly with relatively less known structures.
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IS CRYOPRESERVATION SUPERIOR OVER
TANNIC ACID/ARGININE/OSMIUM TETROXIDE NON-COATING PREPARATION

IN FIELD EMISSION SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY?

Introduction

Tissues can be prepared either by chemical fixa-
tion including dehydration and subsequent drying (criti-
cal point or freeze drying), or alternatively by cryo-fixa-
tion and subsequent observation at low temperature.

Chemical fixation

Optimal visualization of the morphology in field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) after
chemical fixation is dependent on a number of factors
such as the preservation of the various components, de-
hydration and drying of the sample and the accelerating
voltage employed. FE-SEMs require optimally prepared
samples at both low and high acceleration voltages, be-
cause preparation artefacts become easily observable due
to the high resolution (Ansell and Capers, 1989). FE-
SEMs in the standard configuration can produce 5 kV
images of biological specimens with the same resolu-
tion as obtained with a tungsten (W) or a LaB

6
 cathode

at 15-25 kV. In-lens and semi-in-lens instruments can
produce even higher resolution images, particularly in
the low kV range.

Chemical fixation can either be carried out as stand-
ard glutaraldehyde (GA)/osmium tetroxide (OsO

4
) fixa-

tion or as glutaraldehyde plus additives for the non-coat-
ing procedure. In both cases a mixture of glutaralde-
hyde/paraformaldehyde/acrolein as prefixation can be
used as well.

Standard chemical fixation. Standard fixation is
traditionally carried out by means of a GA prefixation,
by perfusion and subsequent immersion fixation or im-
mersion fixation only, followed by OsO

4
 postfixation.

Because of the poor electrical conductivity, a thin con-
ductive coating has to be applied before observation in
the (FE-) SEM. The thickness of the layer, the kind of
coating material (e.g., Cr, Pt, Au/Pd) and its grain size,
as well as the sputtering procedure are very important
factors in the production of possible artificial structures
on the specimen surface and play an important role in
the eventual visualization of the fine structure (Wepf et
al., 1991; Wergin et al., 1993; Apkarian, 1994; Stokroos
et al., 1998).
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The OsO
4
 penetration in the specimen is relatively

slow, with consequences for the bulk preservation and
conductivity, which results in an inferior final resolu-
tion. Due to the rather poor preservation, extraction of
certain constituents can occur during the various rins-
ing and dehydration steps (Jongebloed et al., 1996).
Moreover, critical point drying (CPD) and to a lesser
extent freeze-drying (FD), can cause shrinkage, influ-
encing the spatial relations of the structures to be inves-
tigated in the SEM.

Freeze-drying is often carried out from t-butanol,
to avoid freeze artefacts due to ice crystal formation.
Edelmann (1994) used low temperature exchange of
freeze-dried material, while Allenspach (1993) used
acetone as a medium containing either uranyl acetate,
acrolein with tannic acid or acrolein alone, tannic acid,
OsO

4
 and GA. Gilkey and Staehelin (1986) have com-

pared the results of cryo-fixation and chemical fixation,
although their investigation concerned standard (GA +
OsO

4
) fixation versus cryo-fixation.
Non-coating chemical fixation. A considerable im-

provement in the preservation of the tissue constituents
and the overall sample conductivity is obtained by the
use of non-coating procedures as mordant/postfixation.
These methods make use of either thiocarbohydrazide
(Murphy, 1978; Jongebloed et al., 1992a,b; Kalicharan
et al., 1992), or alternatively, tannic acid (Murakami,
1974; Chaplin, 1985; Jongebloed and Kalicharan, 1992,
1994; Jongebloed et al., 1993a,b, 1994) as a ligand to
enhance osmium bonding and fixation.

Thiocarbohydrazide is often used with tissue, al-
ready fixed according to the standard (GA +OsO

4
)

method in combination with OsO
4
, in the so-called OTO

(osmium/thiocarbohydrazide/osmium) or OTOTO (os-
mium/thiocarbohydrazide/osmium/-thiocarbohydrazide-
osmium) method (Jongebloed and Kalicharan, 1992;
Jongebloed et al., 1992b). Thiocarbohydrazide can, if
bound to an already osmicated structure, bind other os-
mium molecules and so enhance sample conductivity and
generation of secondary electrons.

Tannic acid or galloyl glucose is often used with
GA prefixed samples in combination with arginine and
OsO

4
; this is the TAO (tannic acid/arginine/OsO

4
) meth-

od, which is very effective for the preservation of vari-
ous (acid) mucopolysaccharides and glycoproteins (Los
et al., 1992; Kalicharan et al., 1992; Dunnebier et al.,
1995; Jongebloed et al . ,  1996; Jongebloed and
Kalicharan, 1996). Galloyl glucose has various reactive
groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and sulfonic groups,
which bind in different ways to amino acids, hyaluronic
acid, glycoproteins, lysine, collagen and arginine and
also can bind heavy metal ions such as osmium, uranyl
and ruthenium. In a way tannic acid is more widely

applicable than thiocarbohydrazide. Tannic acid can also
be used after standard GA fixation in combination with
OsO

4
 or uranyl. The appearance of the image is more

like standard transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images, although the conductivity in FE-SEM is poor,
requiring a conductive coating. This application of tan-
nic acid however, did not gain much support. OTO,
OTOTO and TAO combination are most suitable for a
variety of types of specimens/ structures.

As a result of the superior fixation by non-coating
treatments, extraction of constituents is minimized com-
pared to the conventional GA/OsO

4
 fixation method

mentioned before.
Chemical fixation, either conventional or non-coat-

ing, is rather time consuming if the sample has to be
transferred from one solution to another. If fixation is
carried out in a microwave oven (Kok and Boon, 1992;
Jongebloed and Kalicharan, 1994; Login and Dvorak,
1994a,b), the chemical fixation procedure can be car-
ried out in about 1 hour at 35-45°C. Since CPD or FD
requires another 30-60 minutes real time, the whole
preparation procedure takes 90-120 minutes; on the other
hand screening times are also in this order of magni-
tude.

Cryofixation

Optimal visualization of the morphology in FE-
SEM after cryo fixation is strongly dependent on the
size of the specimen, the freezing procedure, the use of
a cryo-protectant and/or a very mild prefixation and even
the type of cryo-transfer system employed. For TEM
investigation, cryo-fixation and subsequent freeze frac-
turing/etching and replication is a well-known method,
giving an almost similar result as cryo-FE-SEM. The
advantage of the freeze replication method is the slightly
higher resolution of the TEM, the disadvantages are the
loss of the specimen and the risk to contaminate the rep-
lica with specimen debris.

Several investigators have shown the advantages
of cryo-preservation and observation of biological tis-
sues and structures (Inoué, 1985; Inoué and Koike, 1986;
Finch et al., 1987; Walther et al., 1990; Guggenheim et
al., 1991; Allenspach, 1993; Hohenberg et al., 1994).

Cryomethods for SEM and TEM have been used
by various investigators, mainly because chemical fixa-
tion, rinsing and dehydration steps can extract certain
components, as discussed before. In addition, drying
methods, such as critical point and freeze drying, can
cause volume changes, due to shrinkage as described
by others (Echlin and Burgess, 1977; Echlin, 1978, 1992;
Boyde and Maconnachie, 1979; Sargent, 1986, 1988).

Cryotechniques, whether used for TEM or SEM
have been used in the past in various fields of interest,
such as plant pathology, viruses, dairy industry, food
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systems, biopolymers (Willison and Rowe, 1980;
Sargent, 1986; Adrian et al., 1984; Robards and Sleyter,
1985; Talmon, 1986; Frederik et al., 1989; Humphreys,
1989; Van Aelst et al., 1989; Echlin, 1992; Robards and
Abeysekera, 1992; Kalab, 1993; Zhang and Rawson,
1993, 1996).

One of the main problems involved in cryotech-
niques is the occurrence of crystalline ice, mainly due
to slow freezing. All cryo techniques mentioned before,
either for SEM or TEM, have to deal with this problem
(Müller et al., 1980; Carr et al., 1983; Gilkey and
Staehelin, 1986; Sitte et al., 1987).

There are two possibilities to avoid or at least to
slow down the formation of crystalline ice: infiltration
with a cryoprotectant and/or a preliminary very mild
prefixation.

Freezing at atmospheric pressure. Pure water in
the solid state (ice) can be present as vitreous, cubic or
hexagonal ice; both cubic and hexagonal ice are crystal-
line, while vitreous ice is amorphous. Slow freezing pro-
motes the existence of cubic or hexagonal ice crystals.
The electron microscopist probably will not observe
cubic ice, because it quickly transforms into hexagonal
ice. Due to the temperature gradient occuring in the sam-
ple at the moment it is cooled down in liquid N

2
, crys-

talline ice will appear and damage cell membranes caus-
ing artefactual structures; therefore the cooling speed is
of eminent importance. When the water is cooled fast
enough vitreous ice is formed. On the other hand when
vitreous ice is warmed up slowly, it transforms through
cubic ice to hexagonal ice; the transition temperatures
are -121°C and -80°C (Reid and Beesely, 1991). Moreo-
ver, because biological material is a poor thermal con-
ductor it is likely that crystalline ice will be formed in
the inner layers of the sample.

Various methods to freeze samples of different ori-
gin and size at atmospheric pressure have been devel-
oped and are extensively described by Robards and
Sleytr (1985).

To protect the tissue/material against freeze arte-
facts, infiltration of a cryoprotectant or a mild prefixation
prior to freezing or a combination of both are highly
recommended (Meissner and Schwartz, 1990).

Freezing at high pressure in a closed system.
High pressure freezing can (partially) avoid ice crystalli-
zation and although the system is not generally in use
yet, because of the rather high investment involved, it
nevertheless seems highly prospective. When water is
pressurized to 2.1x108 Pa, the freezing point is lowered
to -22°C and in consequence the critical cooling rate
for vitrification is reduced to 2x104 K per second for
water and to 10 K per second for biological tissue, re-
ducing nucleation rate and ice crystal growth (Robards

and Sleytr, 1985; Humbel and Müller, 1986; Moor, 1987;
Studer et al., 1989). Almost over the full width of the
sample (approximately 200-500 mm) the formation of
crystalline ice can be avoided to a large extent.

Both fast freezing at atmospheric pressure and high
pressure can be used in combination with either infiltra-
tion of a cryoprotectant or a preliminary very mild
prefixation as mentioned before. By fast freezing at at-
mospheric pressure it is possible to minimize ice crys-
tal artifacts by vitrification of water, but only 10-20 mm
of an unfixed tissue sample are effectively frozen
(Plattner and Bachmann, 1982; Menco, 1986; Dubochet
et al., 1991). The last mentioned authors claim that with
very fast freezing rates, the volume with almost no crys-
talline ice can extend to approximately 100 mm from
the surface first in contact with the cooling face.

In our study we employed fast freezing at atmo-
spheric pressure on a pre-cooled mirror, using vibratome
sections of tissue, which were either very mildly fixed
with glutaraldehyde or infiltrated with glycerol as
cryoprotectant, prior to freezing. Prior to the freezing
step, the vibratome sections were mounted on a TEM
copper grid; we call this method the grid method.
Cryofixation and observation of frozen samples with the
FE-SEM is a fast method, images can be obtained within
approximately 20 minutes after excision of tissue from
patient or animal.

The purpose of the investigation was to compare
images of kidney fine structure obtained with FE-SEM
either after cryofixation (mild GA prefixation or infiltra-
tion with glycerol respectively) or chemical fixation
(GA/tannic acid/arginine/OsO

4
 non-coating method).

Materials and Methods

Cryoprotectant infiltration method

Fresh tissue blocks (approximately 1x1x1 mm3) or
vibratome sections (250-300 mm) of rat kidney in buffer
solution were infiltrated with 10-15 % glycerol or not
infiltrated at all and subsequently slam-frozen against a
copper mirror of a Balzers (Liechtenstein) KF 80 at
-196°C in liquid N

2
. The frozen samples were, with or

without removal of the glycerol in the cold, transferred
to an Oxford Instruments (Oxford, UK) 1500 HF cryo-
transfer system connected to the FE-SEM. After fractur-
ing, the samples without glycerol cryoprotection were
ice sublimated for 60 seconds at -110°C. All samples
were subsequently sputter-coated with approximately 3-
4 nm Au/Pd with the built-in planar magnetron sputter-
ing device (Denton/Oxford, Witney, UK) at cryo
temperature. Samples were finally transferred to a JEOL
(Tokyo, Japan) 6301F FE-SEM; observations were car-
ried out at 5-10 kV.
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Prefixation - grid method

Rat kidney was perfused for 1 min with 0.1 M so-
dium cacodylate buffer, containing 2% PVP (polyvi-
nylpyrrolidone; MW 40000) and 75 mM NaNO

2
 and

heparin, and subsequently fixed by perfusion with buff-
ered 0.1% GA (pH 7.4) for 5 min. To stop the fixation,
the tissue was rinsed in the same buffer solution.
Vibratome sections (100 mm) of the mildly prefixed tis-
sue, were placed onto 3.0 mm (75 mesh) copper grids,
attached to a slammer holder, whereafter the excess of
buffer solution was removed with filter paper. Grid and
tissue hanging up-side down were slammed against the
mirror of the Balzers KF 80 at -196°C. Under liquid N

2
,

the grid with tissue was detached from the holder and
placed into the slot of a Balzers cryo-holder and subse-
quently transferred to the cryo-transfer system connected
to the FE-SEM. The upper part of the copper grid was
bent away, exposing the tissue. Subsequently the sam-
ples were fractured and the ice was sublimed for 60 sec-
onds at -110°C. Finally the freshly obtained surfaces
were sputter coated with a 3-4 nm Au/Pd by the built-in
magnetron sputter coater. The samples were then trans-
ferred to the FE-SEM; observations were carried out at
5-10 kV.

SEM-TAO non-coating method

Rat kidney was perfused for 5 min with 0.1 M so-
dium cacodylate buffer, containing 2% PVP and 75 mM
NaNO

2
 and heparin and subsequently fixed by perfusion

with 2% GA (pH 7.4; 15 minutes) in the same buffer.
Following excision, the kidney was fixed by immersion
overnight in 2% GA in the same buffer (pH 7.4; 400
mM; 4°C); subsequently, 100 mm vibratome sections
were produced. After rinsing in buffer solution (3 x),
the tissue blocks were immersed in a mixture of arginine-
HCl, glycine, sucrose and sodium glutamate (2% each;
16 hours; room temperature [RT]), followed by rinsing
in distilled water (3x). Subsequently samples were im-
mersed in a mixture of tannic acid and guanidine-HCl
(2% each; 8 hours; RT) and rinsed in distilled water (3x).
After immersion in 2 % OsO

4
 solution in distilled water

(8 hours; 20°C) and subsequent rinsing in distilled wa-
ter (3x), as described previously (Jongebloed et al.,
1996). Specimens were dehydrated in an ethanol series
with concentrations increasing to 100%, subsequently
dried by CPD in liquid CO

2
 and investigated in the JEOL

FE-SEM, operated at 2-3 kV.

SEM-prefixation-cryomethod with t-butanol

Up till the GA immersion fixation overnight and
the production of vibratome sections, rat kidney was pre-
pared similarly to the non-coating procedure described
in the previous section. After rinsing in buffer solution
(3x), samples were dehydrated in an ethanol series, etha-

nol was exchanged for 100% t-butanol. Subsequently
the samples were treated similar to the “grid-method“
as described above.

Results

The following series of experiments was carried out
on rat kidney tubular and glomerulus structures for com-
parison of the morphology after a number of preparation
procedures for cryo-FE-SEM and the tannic acid/ar-
ginine/osmium tetroxide procedure including dehydra-
tion and drying for FE-SEM as well:

A. Tissue frozen without cryo-protectant infiltra-
tion and without mild pre-fixation.

B. Tissue frozen with glycerol infiltration, but with-
out mild pre-fixation.

C. Tissue frozen with glycerol infiltration and mild
pre-fixation.

D. Tissue frozen without glycerol infiltration, but
with mild pre-fixation.

E. Tissue frozen with 30-100% t-butanol infiltra-
tion after standard 2% GA pre-fixation, t-butanol was
removed by sublimation at -110°C.

F. Tissue fixed after standard GA pre-fixation and
TAO non-coating post-fixation, dehydration and CPD.

Procedure E is different from the others, because
the sample is observed in the frozen state, but the speci-
men received a full GA fixation similar to that of non-
coating after which infiltration with 30-100% t-butanol
was performed. Procedure F represents the standard GA
non-coating procedure, including dehydration and dry-
ing.

Figures 1-2. Type A: Tissue frozen without cryoprotectant
infiltration or mild 0.1M GA- pre-fixation (Figs. 1 and 2),
showing ice-crystal damage. Figure 1. Distal tubular cell
with infoldings (if), mitochondria (mt) with their cristae
and short microvilli; bar = 2 µm. Figure 2. Glomerular
capillary system with basal membrane (bm), podocytes (po)
and capsule of Bowman (cb); bar = 2µm.

Figures 3-6. Type B: Tissue frozen with glycerol cryo-
protectant infiltration, but without mild 0.1 M GA-pre-fixa-
tion, showing decrease of detail in information due to the
presence of glycerol. Figure 3. Proximal tubular cells with
microvilli (mi) extending in lumen (lu); bar = 18 mm = 5
µm. Figure 4. Detail of apical brush border of microvilli
(mi); bar = 22 mm = 2 µm. Figure 5. Nucleus with inner
(one arrow) and outer (two arrows) membrane with nuclear
pores; bar = 11 mm= 2 µm. Figure 6. Flattened fenestrated
capillary endothelium of glomerulus, pores (po) filled with
glycerol; bar = 22 mm = 2 µm.
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Procedure A: Without cryo-protectant, without mild
pre-fixation

In the fractured distal tubulus (Fig. 1), the basal
membrane with the infoldings of the tubular cells can
be observed; in the extracellular space, freeze damage
is detectable. The cytoplasm contains rather well pre-
served cell organelles such as mitochondria with their
cristae and the nucleus. At the apical surface of the cell
some short microvilli are observable. Figure 2 shows a
fracture through the capillary system of a glomerulus,
surrounded by the capsule of Bowman, with the basal
membrane and attached podocytes. The wall of the blood
capillary is covered with remnants of endothelial cells;
these cells as well as the pedicles of the podocytes are
considerably damaged due to ice crystal formation.

Procedure B: With glycerol, but without mild GA-
prefixation

Figure 3 demonstrates adjacent proximal tubular
cells with their microvilli extended into a small lumen;
note the many vacuoles in and outside the cytoplasm.
The visibility of the microvilli is somewhat obscured
because of the presence of glycerol, the same is true for
the infoldings of the cells. A detail of the apical side of
a microvillous brush-border is observable in Figure 4.
The fracture occurred not across the cell organelles, but
along their exterior, that is, through the ice phase, show-
ing the positive and negative imprints of the cytoplas-
mic contents. Another fracture in the neighborhood of
the cell nucleus (Fig. 5), shows the inner and outer nu-
clear membrane with their pores. The cytoplasm does
not reveal much information, similar to Figure 4. A frac-
ture through the endothelium of a blood capillary of the
glomerulus is seen in Figure 6. Apparently the whole
surface of the fenestrated endothelium seems flattened
and smooth, due to the glycerol infiltration of the pores.

Procedure C: With glycerol infiltration and mild GA-
pre-fixation

Figure 7 represents a low magnification of proxi-
mal tubular cells. At the apical side the microvilli brush
border is seen, while towards the center the cytoplas-
mic organelles and, to the right side, the basal mem-
brane, are situated. In Figure 8 a similar cell is frac-
tured through the basal side, showing fractured mito-
chondria and cell infoldings. The arrangement of the
membrane system of the mitochondria is obscured by
glycerol infiltration, which does not allow ice sublima-
tion. Figure 9 shows a detail of the basal part of a proxi-
mal tubular cell with mitochondria between the
infoldings of the plasma membrane. The mitochondrial
cristae are noticeable, but the spaces in between the cris-
tae, which are seen both in TEM and in the non-coating
images are absent. This may be due to the fact that these

spaces are filled with glycerol or even that the image
seen here represents the true natural state of mitochon-
dria. Figure 10 shows a distal tubule cell similar to that
in Figure 5, but now after a mild GA fixation. The
infoldings can be more clearly observed here, but the
cytoplasmic vacuoles are less prominent.

Procedure D: Without glycerol, but with mild GA
pre-fixation

The grid procedure, as used in all cases of freezing
samples, is illustrated in Figures 11 and 12. The speci-
men holder with vibratome section, grid and spring used
for cryo preparation prior to slam freezing can be ob-
served in Figure 11. After freezing, the grid was bent
away  with the cold knife fracturing the frozen tissue. A
detail of the tissue and grid can be seen in Figure 12. It
shows that the tissue part, approximately 10 mm, which
was slammed against the copper block, appeared smooth
in comparison to the part adjacent to the grid, which
appeared rough due to ice artefacts. Figure 13 repre-
sents a kidney proximal tubular cell; in the cross frac-
ture through this cell, the microvilli are seen mostly in
lateral view extending into the lumen filled with frozen
buffer solution. The microvilli are fractured in various
ways, sometimes just below the top, sometimes show-
ing a somewhat hollowed-out appearance. The apical
site of the microvilli can be clearly observed, as can the
various cell organelles, such as vesicles, nuclear pores,
mitochondria and the cell borders between the various
cells. Depending on the ice sublimation time, in this case
60 seconds, the intermediate mass between the various
cell organelles has a more or less granular appearance.
Figure 14 shows a higher magnification of a similar area
of the cytoplasm. The ice sublimation time is  90 sec-
onds here, leading to a better visualization of the vari-
ous cell organelles, but also to a more granular appearan-
ce, possibly the effect of a kind of maceration process
as a result of ice sublimation in combination with the
mild pre-fixation. Figure 15 represents a cross fracture
through a part of a glomerulus, close to the enveloping
capsule of Bowman. The pedicles of the podocytes seem
less damaged as compared to the sample without mild
pre-fixation (Figure 2). The fenestrated endothelium of
the capillary wall along the basement membrane appears
similar to that seen in the adjoining TEM image. The
TEM image of a similar area, Figure 16, prepared ac-
cording to the TAO non-coating procedure and embed-
ded afterwards, demonstrates podocytes with their
pedicles and basement membrane. Note that the TEM
image is flat compared to the three-dimensional FE-SEM
image of Figure 15.
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Figure 18, the podocyte cell bodies with their primary,
secondary and tertiary extensions can be easily observed
as well as the interdigitating pedicles and the filtration
slits. A slightly higher magnification of a fractured
glomerulus with fenestrated endothelium of a capillary,
adjacent to part of the podocyte body with its exten-

Procedure E: With 30-100% t-butanol after standard
2% GA-prefixation

Figure 17 shows two glomeruli, they are partly en-
veloped by the capsule of Bowman. At the right hand
corner a number of distal tubuli with their small micro-
villi is observable. A detail of a glomerulus is shown in

Figures 7-10. Type C: Tissue frozen with glycerol cryoprotection infiltration and mild 0.1 M GA-pre-fixation, showing less
damage to cell organelles. Figure 7. Proximal tubular cell with microvilli (mi) brushborder, basement membrane (bm) and
various cell organelles (*); bar = 11 mm = 2 µm. Figure 8. Similar cell, but fractured at the basement membrane (bm); cell
infoldings (if) and mitochondria (mt) with inter-cisternal spaces somewhat obscured due to glycerol infiltration; bar = 14
mm = 2 µm. Figure 9. Detail of mitochondria (mt) and infoldings (if) of the plasma membrane; bar = 14 mm = 1 µm. Figure
10. Distal tubular cell with nucleus with pores and various cell organelles, compare with Figure 5. The mildly fixed speci-
mens show more detail than those prepared with glycerol only; bar = 13 mm = 2 µm.
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sions, can be seen in Figure 19. A detail of the fenes-
trated endothelium with its thickened branches is shown
in Figure 20; the fenestrations are all about the same
size. In the pores making up the fenestration, the sub-
structure of the underlying network of fine fibrils is ob-
servable. The thicker branches are not completely
smooth, but show some porosity which could be the re-
sult of t-butanol extraction.

Procedure F: Non-coating (2% GA + TAO), dehydra-
tion, CPD

Figure 21 represents a glomerulus, partially
enveloped by the capsule of Bowman; the podocyte body
with its various extensions can be easily observed. A
detail of that podocyte body is seen in Figure 22 with
its highly branched network of pedicles enclosing the
filtration slits. The thicker extensions of the podocyte
body also appear as slightly porous. The capillary en-
dothelium with its fenestrations is observable at higher
magnification in Figure 23, the thickened branches ap-
pear thicker than those in cryo-images after t-butanol
treatment. The whole picture has a more three-dimen-
sional appearance than that of Figure 20, although in
that image the fenestrae appear more regular, possibly
drying forces caused shrinkage during specimen prepa-
ration. A distal and a proximal tubulus adjacent to each
other are observable in Figure 24. The microvilli lining
of the proximal tubular cell is covered with all kinds of
more or less globular particles. A detail of a distal tubu-
lus is shown in Figure 25. The typical infoldings of the
basal membrane are well visible in this image, and so
are the microvilli lining the luminal side of the cell. At
a few places where the plasma membrane is torn, a view
into the cytoplasm is possible. A detail of a distal tubu-
lus with luminal surface covered with short microvilli
can be seen in Figure 26.

Discussion

Chemical fixation

Particularly in FE-SEM, whether in standard, in-
lens or semi-in-lens configuration, optimal preservation
and conductivity are important parameters in obtaining
high resolution images. A non-coating postfixation ac-
cording the tannic acid/arginine/osmium tetroxide pro-
cedure enhances the uptake of osmium or other heavy
metals necessary for optimal preservation and conductiv-
ity. There is a disadvantage, though: the binding of tan-
nic acid/osmium to certain structures can lead to large
complexes, that disturb the real view of the structure
(Los et al., 1992; Jongebloed and Kalicharan, 1996).
When a large amount of osmium is bound, maybe in the
case with the OTOTO procedure the complexes formed

with osmium can disturb detailed viewing of the struc-
ture,  particularly in t issue rich in e.g. ,  glyco-
saminoglycans, mucopolysaccharides, or hyaluronic
acid. This can be clearly seen in TEM images of ultra-
thin sections of OTOTO treated tissues at rather high
magnifications (Jongebloed and Kalicharan, 1992). The
problem of extraction of certain components during rins-
ing and dehydration steps, as well as shrinkage, is mini-
mized after TAO and OTOTO non coating treatment,
respectively, because of the highly improved preserva-
tion of these components (Jongebloed et al., 1996).

The conventional postfixation with OsO
4
 only does

not optimally preserve the various structures, because
of the poor penetration of the osmium. A poor osmium
bonding causes an inferior (bulk) conductivity, which is
a problem at both high and low accelerating voltages. A
thin (2-3 nm) metal coating is sufficient to overcome
the lack of conductivity, but not appropriate to improve
the preservation or bulk conductivity. Moreover, Au-
coatings, even in rather thin layers, can show a substruc-
ture, due to agglomeration of Au nuclei. This phenom-
enon is also strongly dependent on the thickness of the
layer, the substrate, the compound, the electrostatic prop-
erties of the specimen surface and the sputtering method.
This sub-structure disturbs the view onto the specimen
surface. Sputtering by means of the so-called magnetron
method, in general, is the best way to produce a conduc-

Figures 11-16. Type D: Tissue frozen without glycerol
cryoprotectant infiltration, but with mild pre-fixation show-
ing a better differentiation, but a slightly more pitted ap-
pearance due to ice sublimation. Figures 11-12. Detailed
images of spring, bent away grid and tissue in cryo-holder,
as part of the grid-method are shown. Note the smooth frac-
ture surface of the vibratome section closest to the cold
slammer block (Fig. 12); bar = 32 mm = 1 mm (Fig. 11);
bar = 30 mm = 100 µm (Fig. 12). Figure 13. Proximal tu-
bular cell with microvilli (mi) in lateral view, fractured in
different ways; the lumen (lu) is filled with buffer solution;
mitochondria (mt), nuclear pores (np) and cell borders (ar-
rowhead) well observable; bar = 10 mm = 1µm. Figure 14.
Detail of cytoplasm of similar cell with mitochondria (mt),
microvilli (mi) sometimes appear as hollow tubes; overall
structure more pitted; bar = 19 mm = 1µm. Figure 15. Frac-
tured glomerulus with capsule of Bowman (cb) showing
fenestrated capillary endothelium (fe), basement membrane
(bm), podocytes (po); bar = 19 mm = 2µm. Figure 16. TEM
image after TAO non- coating treatment, demonstrating
podocytes (po) with pedicles (pe), basement membrane (bm)
and part of the fenestrated endothelium (fe); bar = 11 mm =
1 µm.
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tive coating with a minimum of sub-structure.
In the past Au was employed to coat the sample

surface, either after chemical fixation or cryofixation
(Inoué, 1985; Van Aelst et al., 1989). At present, Cr
and Pt layers with a  thickness of 1-2 nm can be pro-
duced by means of magnetron sputtering with almost no
sub-structure observable at magnifications over 300000x
both in TEM and SEM (Gross et al., 1985, 1990;
Hermann and Müller, 1991; Wergin et al., 1993;
Stokroos et al., 1995, 1998). These latter authors claim
that a 1-3 nm thin layer of Au/Pd, produced by
magnetron sputtering devices, is without detectable sub-
structure of the grains up till magnifications of 200000
times. Wepf et al. (1991) used a combination of Pt/Ir/C
in transmission and scanning transmission electron
microscopy (TEM/STEM) and SEM investigations on
freeze-dried macromolecules and claim that the struc-
ture of the coating does not change after the sample is
exposed to air, in contrast to coatings of Ta/W and Pt/C.
For non-coating fixed samples there is no need for an
external metal coating.

Cryofixation

Preservation with cryoprotectant infiltration.
Besides high pressure freezing, where the initiation of
small crystal nuclei is retarded, the initiation of ice crys-
tals can be disturbed by infiltration of a cryoprotectant,
such as glycerine, sucrose, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO),
polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl pyrrolidone
(PVP), dextrans, hydroxy-ethyl starch, acetone, t-buta-
nol, etc. Particularly PEG and PVP are polymeric agents
of the so-called non-penetrating type and mainly enve-
lope the tissue rather than penetrate the structure; their
effect is not fully understood. These high molecular
weight compounds can very well bind water, reducing
the amount of free water. The prevention of freezing
outside the cell possibly delays the freezing inside the
cell (Echlin and Burgers, 1977). There is, however, an
important condition with the selection of cryoprotectant.
When an FE-SEM is used, the cryoprotectant should not
evaporate in the high vacuum of the microscope and so
not pollute the sample or the environment of the speci-
men stage. When the cryoprotectant is removed before
investigation in the FE-SEM pollution is largely avoided.
If the cryoprotectant molecules are too large, impregna-
tion is hampered and there is no protection against ice
crystal damage (Zhang and Rawson, 1996). Moreover
the osmotic value of the cryoprotectant should be ap-
proximately the same of that of the tissue, otherwise
damage to tissues and cells occurs.

A disadvantage of using a cryoprotectant is the fact
that all open spaces are filled with it, and depending on
their size the presence of its particles can disturb the
view onto the structure. Another disadvantage is the dif-

ficulty to sublime the ice in between the various sub-
structures such as microvilli. Sucrose treated samples
show a good example of this effect, because no sublima-
tion of ice on the sample surface is possible. Thus a
slightly more flat and dull image results. Moreover,
smearing out of the cryoprotectant can occur, which
makes it more difficult to observe image details at the
surface of the specimen. According to Dubochet et al.
(1987), the natural cryoprotectants present can defend
the structures against ice-crystal damage for a distance
of only 10 mm from the cooling face, while with incuba-
tion of cryoprotectants the structure should be free of
crystalline ice over a distance of approximately 30-40
mm.

A 25-30 % aqueous glycerol solution depresses both
the equilibrium freezing temperature and the ice nucle-
ation, giving a good protection against ice crystal for-
mation and growth. Fractures through glycerol infiltrated
frozen tissue at variance with those non-protected tis-
sues often run along the plane of membranes exposing
the cytoplasmic organelles.

Freeze drying of biological tissue is a good alterna-
tive to critical point drying. Because freezing from wa-
ter is difficult for obvious reasons, t-butanol is used as
freezing medium. FD samples were always GA/TAO or
GA/OTOTO fixed prior to freezing from t-butanol. In
our cryo-FE-SEM experiments we have used t-butanol
in various concentrations as a cryoprotectant in combina-
tion with standard GA fixation only. The tissue was not
postfixed, but after pre-fixation infiltrated with t-buta-
nol and fast frozen. Of course this is different from the
mild GA fixation employed with and without glycerol
as cryoprotectant. It is a compromise between cryoprepa-
ration and FD. After freezing the t-butanol was allowed
to sublimate while still frozen, whereafter the frozen
sample was fractured, coated and investigated in the fro-
zen state. Whether the t-butanol as a higher alcohol at-
tacks (has a slightly dissolving effect on) the surface of
the sample after prolonged contact during infiltration is
not clear. Samples appear smoother than the chemical
(non-coating) fixed ones after dehydration/drying. We
were surprised by the similarity between the cryo- and
non-coating images with respect to their fracturing
behavior.

Preservation with a preliminary very mild pre-
fixation. Another way to reduce the effects of ice-crys-
tal damage is a very light prefixation with GA, carried
out as perfusion fixation in animal experiments or as
immersion fixation of human material. In this case the
mild fixation serves mainly to give some rigidity to the
tissue in order to get vibratome of approximately 100
mm thickness. A similar short fixation is carried out in
immuno-electron microscopy to preserve at least some
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Figures 17-20. Type E: Tissue frozen with 30-100 % t-butanol cryoprotectant infiltration after standard 2% GA pre-fixation,
t-butanol removed by sublimation, prior to SEM observation.  Figure 17. Kidney tissue with two glomeruli (gl), showing the
capsule of Bowman (cb), the podocytes (po), distal (dt) and proximal (pt) tubulus cells; bar = 21 mm = 10µm. Figure 18.
Detail of podocyte body (po) with primary (a), secondary (b) and tertiary (c) extensions; bar = 14 mm = 2 µm. Figure 19.
Overview of fenestrated capillary endothelium (fe); bar = 11 mm = 5µm. Figure 20. Detail of fenestrated endothelium with
thickened branches (br), note substructure (*) inside the fenestrae; the image appearance is comparable with TAO non
coating results, bar = 5 mm = 100 nm.
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of the structure. A mild fixation can be carried out in
combination with the infiltration of a so-called penetrat-
ing protectant, such as glycerol, dimethyl sulfoxide,
methanol, ethanol, ethylene-glycol, acetone or t-buta-
nol. The mild fixation takes care of the permeabilization
of the structure for the infiltration of the cryoprotectant.
Tissues are then treated according the “grid-method“
described above.

The “grid-method“ allows (light-microscopic) sec-
tions to be handled and frozen, so ice-crystal damage is
minimized at least in the area which was close to the
cold face of the mirror. Sublimation of the ice at the
surface of the fracture is carried out at -100 to -110°C,
because at lower temperatures (< -120°C) the sublima-
tion process is slowed-down too much to be practical;
sublimation at higher temperatures (>-90°C) can cause
ice-crystallization again. The sublimation time is impor-
tant in that, long sublimation times can dry the sample
surface, damaging the structure. The sublimation time
and temperature should be chosen in such a way that
sufficient relief is observable to distinguish the various
cell organelles, e.g., membranes. When the etching or
sublimation time is too short the structures are too much
embedded in ice, so differentiation between cell organ-
elles becomes difficult. We used an average sublima-
tion time of 60-90 seconds at -110°C.

Comparison of images

In general the cryo-FE-SEM image, obtained after
a preliminary glutaraldehyde fixation (in combination
with a cryoprotectant treatment), and the TEM image,
obtained after standard fixation, showed the most re-
semblance. In the cytoplasm, cell organelles such as
mitochondria, vesicles, cell nuclei and endoplasmic re-
ticulum were well observable in cryo-FE-SEM images
and TEM ultra-thin sections after chemical fixation; this
also holds for cell borders. In the cryo-FE-SEM image,
they can be observed because of the open spaces which
exist when the ice sublimes; in TEM images they can be
seen as space filled up with embedding medium. In the
cryo-FE-SEM image, slightly more relief can be ob-
served, in contrast to the TEM image which is complete-
ly flat.

The non-coating treated and afterwards critical-
point dried tissue in the FE-SEM of course has a much
more three-dimensional appearance. But the chemically
fixed, dehydrated and finally critical-point dried sam-
ple, gave a slightly rougher fracture face. The cryo im-
age seems more “crisp“ compared to both the non-coat-
ing FE-SEM and standard TEM images. Possibly the
formation of osmium complexes, caused some thicken-
ing of those structures. In more complex structures such
as a glomerulus this is different. Both the FE-SEM im-
ages obtained after cryo fixation and non coating treat-

ment respectively are superior in quality to the FE-SEM
images obtained after standard GA/OsO

4
 fixation. Part

of the fenestrated endothelium in relation to the basal
membrane and the fractured podocytes can be observed
in the cryo-FE-SEM image and facilitates interpretation
of the image. The same fenestrated endothelium is also
visible in three dimensions in the non-coating fixed sam-
ple. Similar to the observation made in the non-coating
images of the proximal tubulus, a thickening of those
structures occurs as a result of the bound osmium.

Conclusions

1. Cryo-FE-SEM of tissue is a powerful tool for
morphological investigations; it is a fast and reliable
method where ice-crystal damage can be minimized.
Images sometimes are difficult to interpret due to the
variance of fracture faces occuring at different cryo-
protectant treatments. Removal of the cryoprotectant
prior to SEM observation is recommended. High accel-
erating voltages are not used in cryo-SEM because the
secondary emission coefficient of ice at 5-10 kV is not
significantly lower than that at 10-25 kV. Moreover, the
quality of poorly prepared specimens is lowered even
more by the high vacuum (< 10-9 Torr) of the micro-
scope. Cryo-FE-SEM images show rather good resem-
blance with TEM images of tissue sections and freeze
fracture replicas in showing the cytoplasmic contents,
but of course they have a three-dimensional appearance.

2. Non-coating FE-SEM of tissue is a powerful tool
for morphological investigations; it is a very reliable
method, minimizing artefacts due to extraction of tissue
components and severe volume changes. Detailed sam-

Figures 21-26. Type F. Tissue fixed by means of the stand-
ard GA-Tannic acid-Arginine-OsO

4
 non coating procedure,

dehydration and CPD. Compared to the cryo-images of
Figures 1-16, taken at 5-10 kV, all images of Figures 21-26
have been investigated at 2 kV.  Figure 21. Part of glomeru-
lus with podocyte body (po) and capsule of Bowman (cb);
compare with Figure 17; bar = 14 mm = 10 µm. Figure 22.
Highly branched network of podocyte body with primary
(a), secondary (b) and tertiary (c) extensions; bar = 10 mm
=10 µm. Figure 23. Detail of fenestrated capillary endothe-
lium with thickened branches, note the difference with Fig-
ure 20; bar = 25 mm = 1 µm. Figure 24. Distal (dt) and
proximal (pt) tubular cell, the last one with microvilli (mi),
note globular particles inside lumen of proximal cell; bar =
18 mm = 10 µm. Figure 25. Other view on proximal tubu-
lar cell, with microvilli (mi) and plasma membrane infolding
(if); bar = 18 mm = 2 µm. Figure 26. Detail of epithelial
wall of a distal tubular cell covered with microvilli (mi);
bar = 33 mm = 10 µm.
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ple surface information can be obtained when the speci-
men is observed at low accelerating voltages. Non-coat-
ing and cryo-FE-SEM images are sometimes similar and
sometimes complementary in information; both meth-
ods should be employed in combination.

3. Cryo specimens prepared without cryoprotectant,
show too much freezing damage; t-butanol is a good al-
ternative for glycerol and can keep down freezing dam-
age to an acceptable level. Recent experiments in our
laboratory have, however, shown that treatment with
methanol as a cryoprotectant (20-30%) is an even bet-
ter alternative, because removal by sublimation is easier,
while methanol acts as a simple fixative as well. A mild
GA-pre-fixation prior to freezing facilitates the produc-
tion of thin vibratome sections suitable for cryo-exper-
iments and reduces freezing damage as well.

4. There is no clear answer to the question which
method (cryo-FE-SEM, non-coating FE-SEM or TEM)
is the most appropriate one for tissue investigation, be-
cause they often give complementary results or infor-
mation. The method to prevail is slightly dependent on
the type of tissue to be investigated. It can be recom-
mended most of the time to use both cryo- and non-
coating preparation methods to obtain three-dimensional
and cytoplasmic information from the same specimen.
Cryo-FE-SEM information is almost similar to TEM
information of tissue ultra-thin sections and much easier
to obtain. If one allows a light prefixation of human tis-
sue immediately after excision, cryo-FE-SEM can be
employed for surgical samples for diagnostic purposes.
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Discussion with Reviewers

G.M. Roomans: What is the function of NaNO
2
 in the

perfusion fluid?
Authors: NaNO

2
 is added to the perfusion fluid as a

vascular dilation agent, to avoid that blood vessels are
distorted due to a temporary osmotic change. It is in
particular known in neurobiological experiments with
rather thin blood vessels.

G.M. Roomans: You included acrolein in the prefixative
mixture, which is a nasty substance. What are the ad-
vantages of it and is it worth the risk ?
Authors: Acrolein in low concentrations (0.1-0.2%) en-
hances preservation by its faster penetration of the tis-
sue compared to glutaraldehyde. Paraformaldehyde is a
fast penetrating fixative as well, but does not give cross
linking of the protein chains in three dimensions. In
higher concentrations (> 0.5%) acrolein can cause ad-
verse effects. We think acrolein is worth using, if neces-
sary precautions for safety are taken.

R. Wróblewski: In total, seven methods of preparation
are described. Only one of these is suited for X-ray
microanalysis, but no method was mentioned as being
the best choice.
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Authors: In almost all cases osmium, a heavy element
with many K, L and M lines interfering with especially
lighter elements, was used in one way or another as a
postfixative. This makes the use of these methods for
X-ray microanalysis rather difficult. From our experi-
ments we could state that [GA + TAO] or [GA +
OTO(TO)] for FE-SEM use only is quite acceptable, but
for TEM both methods are inferior. A prefixation with a
mixture of GA, paraformaldehyde (PF), acrolein and
picric acid is quite an improvement for both FE-SEM
and TEM in combination with TAO or OTO(TO) re-
spectively. This is particularly valid for combined re-
search with FE-SEM and TEM. However, the best re-
sults for TEM are obtained, when postfixation is car-
ried out with a mixture of OsO

4
 and K

4
Fe(CN)

6
. On the

other hand, this is not valid for all types of specimens,
and one should compare the methods for the type of
specimen/tissue under investigation to obtain an opti-
mal result. It is therefore difficult to make statements
about the value for each of the methods used.

A. Riva: The statement of the authors that tannic acid
in combination with OsO

4
 is not widely used, might not

be valid for Japan where it is commonly employed.
Authors: We found that tannic acid is more effective
after GA/PF prefixation only, than when OsO

4
 is used

prior to the introduction of tannic acid. However, tan-
nic acid is used in methods called GOTO (glutaralde-
hyde, osmium tetroxide, tannic acid, osmium tetroxide)
and GOTU (glutaraldehyde, osmium tetroxide, tannic
acid, uranyl acetate) for SEM/TEM. The conductivity
of samples prepared by the GOTO or GOTU methods,
respectively, is inferior, so a conductive coating has to
be applied.

A. Riva: Why are poorly prepared specimens more ef-
fected by high vacuum?
Authors: Poorly prepared specimens do not show the
rigidity needed to withstand the forces exerted by dry-
ing and particularly in vacuum. There is a much greater
chance that these specimens will collapse. Crosslinking
of protein chains and stabilization of compounds make
the sample stronger.
A. Riva: Why did the authors use lower voltages with
non-coated samples than with the cryo-prepared sam-
ples?
Authors: At low voltage information about the surface
of the sample is obtained. Low voltage is only possible
when sufficient primary electrons can generate second-
ary electrons at beam incidence and sufficient back-
scattered electron from the sample surface are available.
The presence of osmium in the top layer of the sample,
as a result of the non-coating method used, guarantees

that this is the case in FE-SEM. The secondary and
backscatter coefficient of ice becomes considerably
lower, when the accelerating voltage is lowered below
5 kV. There is an optimum at 5-10 kV, a much higher
accelerating voltage is not useful either.

A. Riva: What is the rationale for using Au/Pd for coating?
Authors: When non-coating techniques are used, no ex-
ternal coating is required, except maybe for the GOTO
and GOTU method as mentioned before. If a thin coat-
ing should be necessary, a 2-3 nm thin coating of Au/Pd
is fine. Stokroos et al. (1998) have found that such an
Au/Pd coating, prepared by most of the magnetron sput-
tering devices, has small enough grains so that no sub-
structure is observed at least up to magnifications of
200000x in FE-SEM. Cr-coating has a still finer grain,
so this can be used for ultra-high resolution work.


